CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion

1. Based on discussions at chapters before, some documents that have been made and the results of the try outs that have been done so can be concluded that writer has managed the development of mobile learning ‘Imbuhan’ grammar Indonesian language for Cambodian students.

2. For using this application, users can learn of grammar ‘imbahan’ easily wherever and anytime. After testing application by 81 Cambodian students in the university of Atma Jaya Yogyakarta (UAJY), State University Yogyakarta (UNY), University Gadjah Mada (UGM), (ITB), and others. There are 99 % students receive application Indonesian Grammar, and 90 % students are either satisfied or 94 % students said application having user interface friendly.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work

Advice of the author to the development of the application of Indonesian Grammar is as follows:

1. The application talking only imbuhan prefix (ber, men, ter, pen) a suffix (an) and konfiks (men-kan, men-i, ke-an, per / pen-an), next developed a complete by inserting ‘imbuhan’ infix and other ‘imbuhan’ prefix, a suffix and konfiks which not have.
2. This application can be developed into the rest of language that Cambodian students who do not speak English can also use this application.

3. A lesson in direct application is in application when want to do to update on a lesson in dressing code program. Writers hope use to hold a database.

4. The test results of this application displaying only after the test scores, not store and display the test results done before by users. The authors suggest the necessity of adding report tests to know progress users in use this program.
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